Private parking. Permit holders only. Please park considerately or within marked bays where appropriate. 

CCTV images are being monitored and recorded for the purposes of crime prevention, detection and public safety.

This scheme is controlled by University of Oxford Security Services. For more information, call 01865 272844

5 mph speed limit

Index

1. Nursery
2. Kitchens (deliveries only)
3. Site Security Services
4. Kennedy Institute
5. New Richards Building
6. Nuffield Department of Population Health
7. NDM Research Building
8. Target Discovery Institute
9. Centre for Tropical Medicine and Global Health
10. Henry Welcome Building for Genomic Medicine
11. Henry Welcome Building for Molecular Physiology
12. Offices of the Nuffield Professor of Medicine
13. Henry Welcome Building for Particle Imaging
14. Quad Offices

Parking Rules

Private parking. Permit holders only. Please park considerately or within marked bays where appropriate. 

CCTV images are being monitored and recorded for the purposes of crime prevention, detection and public safety.

This scheme is controlled by University of Oxford Security Services. For more information, call 01865 272844

5 mph speed limit